
RESEARCH METHODS

TYPES OF RESEARCH METHODS

QUANTITATIVE QUALITATIVE

Experiments: Experimental, correlational,
descriptive

Naturalistic observations: Covert, overt,
participant, non-participant

Field experiments Interviews: Unstructured, semi-structured,
structured, focus groups, content analysis

Quasi-experiments Case study

Natural experiment

Correlational research

Surveys

Construct - A theoretically defined variable (Eg. Violence, memory, anxiety)

Operationalisation - Expressing an internal behaviour into an observable variable

Nomothetic approach - The orientation of deriving universal laws

Idiographic approach - The orientation of not attempt to derive universally applicable laws

Experimental studies - Includes one independent variable and dependent variable, other
variables being controlled

- Allows cause and effect inferences
- Takes a nomothetic approach

Independent variable - Manipulated by the researcher

Dependent variable - Influenced by the independent variable, measured by the researcher

Correlational studies - The relationship between two variables
- Quantified
- Variables not manipulated

Descriptive studies - The investigation of separate variables, then correlation this investigation
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- Handling of information obtained in generic research
- Handling of information related to mental disorders

- Social implications of reporting scientific results

Data fabrication - The construction or addition of data that never occurred in the gathering of
data

- Serious violation, can cause researchers to lose their licence

Plagiarism - Unethical to present parts of another's work or data as one's own

Publication credit - Authorship on a publication should accurately reflect the relative
contributions of all the authors

Sharing research data for verification - Researchers should not withhold the data used to
derive conclusions in publiciation

Handling of sensitive personal information - How the results of the study are conveyed to
individual participants

- Handling of information obtained in genetic research
- Genetic research can lead to revealing private information to one individual about

other members of the person's family
- Eg. Misattributed parentage or health status, reveal of a twin

- Information must be handled with care and sensitivity, and subjects should be
monitored if detrimental consequences

- Handling of information related to mental disorders
- May result in revealing the presence of an illness that was previously unknown

- May result in change in self-esteem, family perceptions and expectations
for a child

Social implications of reporting scientific results - Must keep in mind potential effects of the
way research conclusions are formulated on the scientific community and society in general

- Results must be reported precisely and accurately, recognising potential limitations if the
findings are of social significance

- Results may be misleading, or as a result of bias, or may be measured
inaccurately
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relationship.
- Highlight the IV and DV in the

experiment

- Concentration of hormones can
easily be controlled

- Able to demonstrate the relationship between
trust and level of oxytocin, even after betray

- Able to directly alter the trust
between people

- Shows how oxytocin plays a role in
human interactions and

Ethical consideration: Deception
- Newcomer et al.

Deception: Where the true aims of the study
are hidden from participants.

- Deception is when the true aims of the study
is hidden from the participants

- Newcomer et al. (2012) conducted a double
blind experiment in which participants and
researchers did not know which condition
individuals were assigned to

- To avoid confirmation bias and
creating a false relationship
between

The relationship between
genetics and behaviour

Research methods: Correlational study using
an interview

- Kendler et al.

Correlational studies measures two or more
variables and their relationship between them.

Interviews can be anywhere between
structured and unstructured, where a
researcher asks participants about a
phenomenon.

- As an unobservable variable, genetical
research relies on correlational research, most
commonly using twin studies, to establish a
relationship between genetics and behaviours

- This is justified as twin studies relies
on the fact that monozygotic twins
shares 100% genetic similarity

- Provides an opportunity to compare
behaviours, with the only difference
being the environment

- Correlations do not imply causation
- Introduces the third variable

problem which may correlate as well

Ethical consideration: Handling of sensitive
information

- Caspi et al.

How the results of the study are conveyed to
individuals participants when related to mental
disorders.

- Research on genetics and behaviours have
focussed on mental illnesses

- Social implications of reporting
scientific results

- Caspi et al. (2003) found that genetics,
specifically 5-HTT, had a relationship with
major depressive disorder

- Supports the diathesis model
- Research must be handled carefully

- Deterministic: Individuals may
believe if they hold this particular
gene, they cannot treat it

- Self-fulfilling prophecy
- Data collected must also be handled carefully

- Can lead to revealing private
information

- May be a sensitive topic, and trigger
an emotional response

Short answer questions:

Topic Content Studies + Description Explanation
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Study 2: Kendler et al. (2006)

Signpost The use of twin studies to study the influence of genetics on behaviour is also a widely used method. The
theory of genetic predisposition is based on the assumption that disorders have a genetic origin.
Monozygotic twins share 100% of their genes whereas dizygotic twins share 50%.

APRC P: Around 15000 twins took part in a telephone interview to assess lifetime major depressive disorder
(MDD)

- Standardised, using the CIDI-SF
- Questions asked were surrounding their environment and major life events

R: The overall rate of heritability in major depressive disorder is 38%
- Correlations for lifetime MDD were significantly higher in monozygotic twins than dizygotic twins
- No correlation between depression and shared environment

C: Suggests that MDD is a heritable factor

Evaluation + Strong evidence: Shows that genes, rather than environment, does have a heavy influence on
behaviour

+ Despite the results being correlational, the large and representative sample size strongly
suggests that there is a relationship between genetic disposition and MDD

+ Applicability: Suggests that genetics have the potential to predict the chances of MDD, thus can
be applied to the medical world

+ Holistic approach: Does not isolate genes, but still was able to find that environment has little
effect on MDD

+ Suggests MDD has a dominating effect on behaviour
- Social desirability bias: Relies on self-reported data

- Common to both intentionally and unintentionally report false data

Study 3: Nurnberger and Gershon (1982)

Signpost Nurnberger and Gershon meta-analysed twin studies to calculate a concordance rate, which is the
probability that the same trait would be present in both members of twins Sharing 100% of the same
genetic makeup allows researchers to assume that differences in behaviour are as a result of
environmental factors.

APRC P: Reviewed seven twin studies on major depressive disorder (MDD)
R: Concordance rates for MDD were consistently higher for monozygotic twins (65% on average) than
dizygotic twins (14%)
C: As the concordance rates of a mental disorder being inherited is higher in monozygotic twins than
dizygotic twins, it can be said to demonstrate a genetic predisposition

Evaluation + Supports genetic predisposition: Monozygotic twins share 100% of genes, thus showed a
higher concordance rate

+ This was consistently seen, showing that genetic factors could predispose people to
MDD

Overall
evaluation

+ Applicability: Provides insight to how inherited genes can lead to mental disorders
+ Useful in predicting, and enables early treatment

- Correlational: Unable to distinguish a cause and effect relationship, as it is impossible to isolate
variables and separate the role of environmental factors

- Ethical and technological limitations
- Lacks biological evidence: Despite a high level of control in twin studies and family studies,

there is no biological evidence supporting the correlation
- No specific gene shown which allows twins to inherit MDD
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- Rats with less-nurturing mothers had more chemicals inhibiting the transcription, thus fewer
were produced and more hormones were released

- Not only can inheritance can affect behaviour, but the environment can have an impact on
genes and gene expression

Cases et al. (1995)

A: To investigate the genetic origins of aggression in mice
P: Used a transgenic mouse which lacks the gene which regulates the production of monoamine oxidase
A (MAOA)

- This genes breaks down serotonin and norepinephrine
R: Found high levels of serotonin and norepinephrine in the offspring of the transgenic mice, and thus
resulted in a high level of aggression

Evaluation
- Epigenetics: Cannot establish a cause and effect

- Weaver et al. (2008): Difficult to quantify variables (Eg. To what extent is the care administered)
Ethics

- Studies on inheritance and genetic inheritance involve inciting undue psychological stress and harm on
participants to generate a response

- Weaver et al. (2004): Rat offspring were taken away from their mothers
- Manipulation of genes can cause abnormal behaviours

- Cases et al. (1995): Transgenic mice were found to have abnormal behaviours, such as movement
dysfunction, excess nodding and trembling locomotion

Overall evaluation
+ High level of control: Can manipulate variables and control confounding variables

+ High internal validity
+ Animal studies do produce results, despite limitations in generalisability

+ Useful models of human behaviours and treatments have been based off animal studies
+ Quick breeding sample and life span

+ Allows observation of behaviours across a full lifespan
+ Animal post-mortem study
- Generalisability: Relies on the assumption that animal and human brains share similarities

- Consistent evolution of brains which may lead to differences in brain structures
- Eg. Differently structured neurons

- Assumptions of objectivity: Researchers may assume that an animal is a research platform
- Strictly controlled environment can be stress inducing

- Reaction may be to experimental manipulations, rather than the independent variable
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a car accident
- Other factors may affect the way information is encoded (Emotions, trauma etc.)

- Sample of students: Were not allowed to drive, thus their estimations are not accurate

Study 3: Brewer and Treyens (1981)

Signpost Further investigation into the role of schemas in the process of active reconstruction

APRC A: Investigate the role of schemas in the process of encoding and retrieving memories
P: Laboratory experiment with 86 psychology students

- Seated in an office-like environment
- Consisted of items thought to be congruent and incongruent in an office schema

- Allocated to one of three conditions: Recall, drawing or verbal recognition
- Made to recall items seen depending on their allocated condition

R: Recall and drawing condition: More likely to recall items congruent with the participant's schema
- Verbal recognition condition: More likely to identify incongruent items

C: Participants changed the nature of the objects to match their office schema

Evaluation + High-level of control: Isolate the role of schema in memory recall
+ Increases internal validity

+ Pilot study: Carried out prior to the experiment to determine items which would commonly be in
an office schema

- Sample of psychology students: Introduces the possibility of demand characteristics, thus
lowering the validity

Overall
evaluation

+ Nomothetic and unbiased: Provides universal applications in understanding why we may recall
inaccurately

+ Applicability: Useful in real-life scenarios, such as eyewitness testimonials and court trials
+ Lowers chances of credible information

- Lacks explanations surrounding schemas: Unknown how schemas are chosen to be
activated

- Reductionist: Does not account for other factors that may affect the recall
- Such as trauma, or emotions
- Research into flashbulb memories argues that emotions influence the recall

5. Schema theory

Schema Theory

Issue It is essential to evaluate/discuss the schema theory
- By identifying the strengths and weaknesses, researchers can understand greater issues, such

as stereotyping and reliability of our memory

Problem Schemas cannot be directly observed and research is based on the assumption that schemas exist

Theory Schemas: Cognitive structures that provide a framework for the organisation of information about
particular aspects of the world, such as people, objects or events

- Resistant to change, ensuring continuity in the way we process information
- Are energy-saving devices which can be activated to increase information-processing efficiency
- However, can lead to distortions when settings are unfamiliar

- May lead to the formation of stereotypes, discrimination and more
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- Internal validity: Does not show a clear pathway of neurons leading to the motor skills improving
- Correlation, difficult to establish cause and effect

- Predictability: Unknown whether the correlation between three hours of video games and
improved motor skills is linear

Study 2: Sanchez (2012) (Laboratory experiment)

Signpost Our positive influences of technology on broader skills, such as education

APRC A: Investigate whether there fore positive effects of video games on science learning
P: 60 university students

- Separated into two groups
- Spatial training group: Played a first person shooter video game
- Non-spatial training group: Played a word game

- Read a 35000 word complex passage about tectonic plates and wrote an essay focussing on
that passage

- Requires them to apply the learnt concepts from the passage
R: Participants from the spatial training group had significantly higher scores than those from the
non-spatial training group
C: Spatial training with the use of video games can potentially improve understanding of spatial relation,
in this case, tectonic plates

Evaluation + Supports the benefits of technology on learning ability, not just limited to motor skills seen in
Rosser's study

+ Applicability: Benefits of spatial training on education
- Alternative explanation (Correlational): Variations in results may simply be due to different levels

of engagement or effort produced by the different training conditions
- Reductionist: Only provides a small insight into visuospatial training

- Unknown if these training sessions hold long-term effects on our skills

Study 3: Mueller and Oppenhelmer (2014)

Signpost The use of technology as a method of note-taking has become increasingly prevalent over recent years,
resulting in a debate over if technology hinders learning.

APRC A: To investigate whether using laptops to take notes may hinder learning
T: Laptops generally makes it easier to transcribe information due to the quicker speed of typing

- However, researchers have hypothesised that laptop note-taking may affect the processing of
information, and individuals would therefore may struggle to recall it

P: Experimental design with university students taking notes either using pen and paper or laptops
- Note-taking on 'Ted Talks' and were instructed to use their 'normal' note taking strategies
- Following note-taking, they

R: Found that laptop users were able to write more words, with greater verbatim cross-over with the
transcript of the lecture (14.6% versus 8.8%)

- However, pen and paper users scored significantly between on the conceptual test
C: Suggests that use of technology can hinder processing concepts as compared to those using pen and
paper

Evaluation + High level of control: Minimises the influences of extraneous variables
+ Eg. Disconnecting technology from the internet ensures participants would not gain

unfair advantages, such as rewatch parts which they missed
+ Independent measures design: If participants were to participate in more than one condition,

they would have viewed the same lecture multiple times and would have stronger consolidation
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APRC P: Provided surveys to employees of the multinational company, IBM, about the morale in the workplace
- 160 questions surrounding work-related beliefs, such as satisfaction, perception and more
- 60,000 people responded from over 50 countries
- Carried out an intensive factor analysis

R: Noticed trends within the replies of the questionnaire, which then became dimensions
- Individualism VS Collectivism, power distance index etc.

C: Cultural behaviours between countries can be identified and categorized

Evaluation + Highly representative and generalisable: Large sample size, covering a wide geographical
area

+ Trends seen would be prominently seen in the survey
+ Supports cultural dimensions: Provides a framework to distinguish and compare cultures

- However, cultures are inherently difficult to compare due to the unique nature
- Self-reported data: Could elicit social desirability bias within the participants

- Survey was attached to the company, thus may evoke conformity as the responses may
affect the job position

- Cultural homogenization and reductionism: Assumes the domestic population as a
homogenous whole which shares the same beliefs

- Generalises data upon individuals

Study 2: Kashima and Triandis

Signpost The cultural dimension, Individualism VS Collectivism, can be applied to investigate the differences in
errors in attributions individuals experience depending on their cultural alignment.
Individualism VS Collectivism: The degree to which people are integrated into groups in an I VS We
orientation

- Individualism: Characterised as self-reliant and independent, prioritising the self over the larger
group

- Collectivism: Emphasises the importance of group coherence, with a pressure to live up to the
norms of the social group

Self-serving bias: Attributing successes to dispositional factors
Modesty bias: Success is due to situational factors and failure is because of one's self
Individualism VS Collectivism suggests that a modesty bias is valued in a collectivistic society, as
interdependence is more highly valued.

APRC A: Investigate the use of self-serving bias in Eastern and Western countries to Japanese and American
students
P: Presented with 15 slides pertaining to life in unfamiliar locations

- Made to recall key details of the slides, then randomly assigned to a failure or success group
despite their performance

- Creates a labelling effect
- Given an attribution questionnaire pertaining to their performance

R: American students tended to attribute their success to dispositional factors, demonstrating the
self-serving bias
C: Biases in attributions can be influenced by cultural differences

Evaluation + Laboratory effect using the labelling effect: Despite the random assignment, individuals still
attributed as predicted

+ Clear cause and effect, thus increasing internal validity
+ Predictability of cognitive processes using cultural dimensions: Applying the values

outlined by Hofstede's cultural dimensions, the cognitive process of attributions can be predicted
by providing a rough account of whether individuals would use a self-serving bias or modesty
bias
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- However, the predictability value of the studies may be hindered by problems in
generalisability of cultures

- Low external validity: Sample consisted of two cultures within one age group
- These two cultures do not represent the whole individualistic and collectivistic culture

- Equivalency: Researching culture introduces the issue of equivalency
- Eg. Instrumental equivalence: The interpretation of the questionnaire may differ between

cross-cultures
- Quantifies behaviour: Simplifies complex behaviours

Study 3: Bond and Smith

Signpost A behaviour which may be influenced by culture is conformity. According to Individualism VS
Collectivism, individuals aligning with a collectivistic mindset would be more inclined to conform with the
major group as, unlike Individualistic cultures, standing out is bad.

APRC P: Meta-analysis of Asch's line study over 17 countries
- The original study included a group of confederates and a participant to complete a simple line

test
- The answer was clear, but the confederates chosen an incorrect answer

R: Countries characterised as individualistic demonstrated lower rates of conformity, while collectivistic
countries showed higher rates
C: Individualism and collectivism can affect rates of conformity

Evaluation + Meta-analysis: Assess all relevant studies, providing consistent results able to spot trends
+ Highly reliable and generalisable

+ Representative cross-geographically and -demographically
- Meta-analysis: Researchers may be in search of studies that confirm their belief, thus introduces

confirmation bias
- Limitations of one study can affect all

- Testability: The complexity of culture makes it difficult to infer that differences in conformity rates
were purely because of culture

- Personality, group size of the majority group and more can influence

Overall
evaluation

- Testability: Research is all based on correlations
- The testability of cultures can be criticised as there are limitation in practical and ethical

considerations
- Unethical to raise children in an certain culture to see the affect on their behaviour

- Reductionist: Removes other key factors in behaviour (Emotions, genetics etc.)
+ However, provides a general framework in understanding certain behaviours

- Culture changes dynamically and is not static: Looking at a culture at a specific point in time
only provides insight for behaviours leading up to that point

- As culture changes, it can be assumed that behaviours change

5. Cultural dimensions

Cultural Dimensions

Issue It is important to understand cultural dimensions and its effects on behaviour as
- It can facilitate international understanding and communication

Cultural dimensions criticises the widely used nomothetic approach, suggesting that behaviours differ
between cultures
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+ Excludes confounding variables of acculturation
- Lack of internal validity: Unable to directly test as many factors

Study 3: Norasakkunkit and Uchida

Signpost Error in acculturation can lead to acculturative stress, which can significantly decrease quality of life by
causing psychological issues. Across cultures, this may manifest in different cultures. One way is
hikikomori, a culture-bound syndrome predominantly affecting young Japanese men, where they lock
themselves in their rooms and refuse to come out for years at a time. Berry's model can be applied to
understand the origins of hikikomori. Norasakkunkit and Uchida (2014) postulated that hikikomori is a
result of marginalisation as a result of conflict with the social harmony of Japanese societies and the
wider globalised community.

APRC P: 195 Japanese university students were given a standardised test to assess whether they were at low
or high risk for hikikomori

- They measured their attitudes about social harmony and social conformity, as well as their sense
of local and global identity

- Provides an insight into their perception of their current self and the Japanese society
R: Students of high risk for hikikomori have ranked social harmony value much lower and scored lower
on both local and global identity
C: Local culture may alienate many Japanese youths who may decide not to conform to the cultural
norms, but do not identify with or know how to access the globalised culture, which results in withdrawal

Evaluation + Applicability: Berry's model is seen to be applied to a phenomenon in the real world
+ Particularly to the younger generations who are constantly being exposed to new

cultures
- Analogous approach: Participants do not suffer from hikikomori, but only share risk factors

associated with them
- May not be generalisable to individuals with hikikomori

- Can argue that it is difficult to accurately quantify such behaviours into a questionnaire
- Generalisability: Involves the research of a unique aspect of Japanese societies: Conformity

- Most apparent in Japan, hence may not be applicable to other Asian cultures
- Reflects an issue with studying acculturation overall: How we interact with culture and

process new cultures can be very different based on our personal experiences and individual
values

Overall
evaluation

+ Applicability: Can explain issues and changes in societies
- Testability: Complexity of globalization

- Difficult to operationalise and accurately measure its effects
- Difficult to design a study as there are many uncontrolled factors and may influence the

degree to which globalization affects a culture
- Low internal validity: As a result, many experiments of globalization are natural

- Questionnaires: Self-reported data allows for demand characteristics
- Globalization is an ongoing process and a cross-sectional design is insufficient to understand the

effects of globalisation
- Longitudinal research is necessary
- Lacks empirical evidence

- Data is collected within a cultural group thus may introduce the issue of transferability
- Nature VS Nurture: Focuses on only the surrounding environment, rather than genetics
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